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Instructions: 
 

1. Fold the BASE CARD in half and lay aside for now. 
2. Stamp flower stem and outline of flower from Touches of Texture in 

using Basic Black ink onto Whisper White 4” x 1 ¼” piece.   
Stamp solid flower image over top using Watermelon Wonder 
and color leaves using Pear Pizzaz Marker.  Adhere over basic 
black cardstock piece 

3. Place larger piece of Whisper White onto score board…. Dry fit 
stamped image from Step 2 onto the opposite side of the 
cardstock than your finished piece.  See image to the right.  
Lightly draw a line around the image using a pencil and ruler.  
Try to line up the pencil lines with the score lines on the board.   
Do this on all four sides of image.  Once you have the pencil 
marks where you want them….go over them with your Stylus and 
create an impression on all four sides.  Flip cardstock over and 
use that side (lines should be proud not indented) to centre your 
image in.  Adhere stamped image inside your scored lines using 
Dimensionals. 

4. Stamp the saying image in Basic Black vertically along side of embossed box. 
5. Finish card by layer entire piece onto Basic Black Cardstock and then to front of Card Base. 

Supplies 
 
Stamps: 
143251 Touches of Texture 
141796 Gift of Love (Hostess Set 2016) 
 
Paper:  
140272 Whisper White Thick CS (11” x 4 ¼”)  Base Card 
100730 Whisper White CS (3 ¾” x 5”) 
100730 Whisper White CS (4” x 1 ¼”) 
121045 Basic Black CS (4” x 5 ¼”) 
121045 Basic Black (4 ½” x 1 ¼”) 
 
Ink: 
138323 Watermelon Wonder (in Color 2015-2017) 
140931 Basic Black Archival 
 
Other: 
 
Daffodil Delight Marker (Soft Subltes Collection) 
Pear Pizzaz Marker (Soft Subtles Collection) 
140624 Cups & Kettle Framelits  
104430 Dimensionals  
122334 Simple Scored  
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